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Subject Handling & Transporting Hazardous Materials
PROCEDURE:
INTENDED AUDIENCE:

Mailroom Chemical Receiving
Facilities Employees

PURPOSE: The US Department of Transportation (DOT) regulates and
restricts the transportation of hazardous materials over
public roads and highways. There are times when
Montgomery College employees receive and deliver
chemicals or hazardous materials on campus.

I. Knowledge
Before delivering Hazardous Materials in Campus, the employee must complete
required training:
1. Hazard Communication Training (MC Learns)
2. BloodBorne Pathogens Prevention [handling blood/infectious material
3. Recommended: Personal Protective Equipment Training
REQUIRED: read Montgomery College Emergency Procedures, and Chemical
Hygiene Plan.
II. Safety
* DO NOT accept explosives, pyorphorics, spontaneously combustible,
dangerous when wet. poisonous gas, or extremely hazardous substances (GHS
Category 1 "Fatal if inhaled").
* DO NOT accept Radioactive Materials, Montgomery College is not licensed to
use radioactive materials.
* All containers must have labels that conform to OSHA Hazard Communication
Standard 29CFR1910.1200. This requirement is met if the container has the
original manufacturer's label, and the label is not torn, damaged, or in any way
illegible. Hazardous materials stored in non-original bottles must be properly
labeled with the chemical name and GHS symbol or text.
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III. Pre: Operation Steps
Inspect all incoming shipments for the following requirements:
- Proper labels must be attached.
- Containers must be intact and in good condition.
- Refuse delivery of any damaged packages.
- Any leaking containers must be placed in an appropriate secondary container
immediately and treated as a chemical spill. Report the incident to Public Safety
immediately for clean up.
IV. During Operation Steps
- Hazardous Materials Packages need to be stored and segregated according to DOT
Hazard Labels (see attached Hazardous Materials Segregation Chart)
- Packages requiring refrigeration must be refrigerated, or picked up within 1 hour of
delivery. Notify the department chair and Environmental Safety if refrigerated packages
are not picked up in a timely manner, repeatedly.
- Only a person with hazardous materials handling experience will package or inspect the
packaging prior to transportation for container not in their original commercial shipment
packaging.
V. After Operation Steps
1. Avoid moving large or fragile materials by hand if a cart if available for transport
between buildings and floors.
2. Cart Requirements: cart must be clean, leak-proof and have at least a 2-inch lip to
contain a potential spill and prevent the container from sliding off. If moving between
buildings, sturdy carts with pneumatic wheels are preferred.
3. If hand-carried, the container must be sealed, clearly labeled as above, and packaged
within another tightly sealed, clean leak-proof, shatter-proof container or in original
shipping packaging from manufacturer.
4.Take care when moving materials through public spaces or high traffic walkways.
5.Do not leave the package unattended.
6. Use freight elevators for moving chemicals between floors. If freight elevators are not
available, use uncrowded passenger elevator. If this is not possible, be sure to warn
passengers or prohibit passengers from riding with you.
*Portable Spill Kits are required to accompany materials being transported.

